
a significant margin. 
Geswein knew the Yoko was a grippy

tire before its results were posted. “Grip is
way up,” he commented after a run. He
also noted that grip level stayed consistent
even when the tire was sliding. In the dry,
it performed a lot like the BFGoodrich, but
the Yokohama is also pretty good in the
wet.

Of all the tires, Geswein thought the
Yokohama and the BFG g-Force rewarded
aggressive driving because the two had a
wide plateau of grip versus slip angle. That
means if you enter a corner a little too fast
and begin sliding, the Yokohama recovers
quickly and in some sense covers up your
mistakes.

The behavior in the wet was a little
more toward the slippery end of the scale,
but we could push the Yokohama hard and
not feel as if we were on the verge of a
sudden spinout. This combination of out-
standing dry performance and more-than-
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Vital Stats UTQG dimensions

t daert noitcesraew-daertecivresgnilles lacipy
price designation* grade weight, lb width, in† depth, 32/in diameter, in

BFGoodrich $169 90Y 200 24.0 8.9 9 25.0
g-Force T/A KD
Bridgestone $178 91Y 140 24.0 9.2 10 25.0
Potenza RE050A
Continental $146 91W 280 22.0 8.9 10 25.0
ContiSportContact 2
Dunlop $165 94Y 240 25.0 8.9 10 25.0
SP Sport Maxx
Goodyear $145 91Y 280 24.0 8.9 11 24.9
Eagle F1 GS-D3
Hankook $99 94Y 200 23.6 8.9 9 25.0
Ventus R-S2 Z212
Kumho $136 91Y 220 23.0 8.9 9 25.1
Ecsta MX
Michelin $179 91Y 220 23.0 8.9 10 25.0
Pilot Sport PS2
Pirelli $152 91Y 220 24.0 8.9 11 25.0
P Zero Rosso Asimmetrico
Toyo $135 94Y 280 23.0 8.7 10 24.9
Proxes T1R
Yokohama $175 91W 180 24.9 8.9 10 24.9
Advan Neova AD07

*The number, which in the case of these tires ranges from 90 to 94, is the load rating of the tire. The higher the number, the more weight the tire can carry. 
The letter is the speed rating: “W” for up to 168 mph and “Y” for 186 mph. 
†Measured on a 7.5-inch-wide wheel.
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